Part iv]
 FROM  CH'IEX-FO-TUXG,  TUN-HUAXG
 
the several htla of superior  beings, such as
Ratnavalhdsa, etc., down to 1. 40; then follows a series of
formulas, down to I!. 70, Si, 126, respectively.
Second portion, beginning on 1. 132 and ending on I. 220
in middle of a sentence, unfinished, and leaving blank space
of nj* ruled with guide lines in faint red ink; contains
a portion (53 verses and a half) of the same religious j*>em
which is preserved in PothI, Ch. 00277. and which may be
the Khotanese version of the ?kr. Saiapancalatika-st?*™ of
Malrceta. It may be noted that the usual semicircular ?i^n}
as in farsa, is in this roll made angular, faysa. No. 19,
Hoernle Reg. 2 7' 6' x 10*.	~"
Ch. 00269. Roll, practically complete, but damaged at
upper end, about 6*; stiff dun-coloured paper. Covered, on
obv., with Chin.; on rev. about 8'4* covered with 120 II.
(counting from below the damage) of Cursive Gupta writing
in Khotanese, divided into several paragraphs, marked off by
two dots (..). The longest comprises 11. 24-108, but four
11. (66-9) are crossed through. The last paragraph, from
1. in, treating of haudi rispura or * seven Rajaputra', is
written with a different pen and lighter ink than the rest.
In the long paragraphs several rispuri are spoken of, e.g.
1. 25,1. 40, etc. No. 20, Hoernle Reg. 3o'9*xio|*.
Ch. 00270. Roll, fr. only, on dun-coloured paper.
Inscr. on obv. with Chin.; on rev. with 14 11. Cursive Gupta
in Khotanese; much faded, hardly legible, and not in-
telligible. No. 21, Hoernle Reg. i' 4 J* x i o*.
Ch. 00271. Roll, fr. only; of tough, thick, dun-coloured
paper,-defective at lop and bottom. Writing in Cursive
Gupta, frequently- faded and mostly very bad.
Begins with mere scrawls. Then in good black writing
table of numeral radicals, from i to 100,000. Then a date,
only partially legible, lye Cvaiajt masti 2^mye hadai—below
it Zjmye hadai\ i.e. 'year?, Cvataji month, 24th day, and
2$th day*. Then, in a pupil*s hand, incomplete series of
numeral radicals, omitting i, 2, 3, 9. Finally, 10 1L writing,
partly illegible; cf. Ch, c. 002. No. 22, Hoernle Reg.
3' n*x 10*.
Ch. 00272. Roll, complete; on thin yellowish paper,
mended at upper end and mounted on wooden spindle.
Covered on obv, with Chin.; on rev., Khotanese script in
Cursive Gupta. In part, alphabetic and syllabic tables; in
part, some Buddhist text. In some places disfigured by most
disorderly writing, as of a child or illiterate person.
11. 1-5, detached remarks in faded ink; 11. 6-10, table of
alphabetical and numeral radicals, with dissociated g-h,j-k,
d-h, b-h, and omitting cerebrals as well as dental s; 11. n,
17, 34, and 35, unintelligible scrawls; 11. 12-16, repetition
of above table; 1J. 18-3 3, syllabary in three divisions; 11.36-62,
long statement, beginning and ending with a date; L 37,
mdrlja mdSiai dasamyt Asdai, * m the Marlja month, tenth
day'; L 60, caitlasamyt ksaxna pmtsa ssfya kaja mas/ai
hasia-festemyi kadm9 Le. *ia the fourteenth period, pvatta
year, kaja month, twenty-eighth day'; 11 63-7, remarks in
faded ink; 11 68-78, ordinary table of alphabetical and
numerical radicals and syllabary, the latter 'incomplete;
1L 79-86, another statement, bat without asjr date,
 by sotne lines of unYrelJigible scr^nls.    No. 23. Hoernle
Reg.    io'2*xio*.
Ch. 00273. Rj]lt complete; thick tough yellowish
paper. Covered on obv. with Cliin. wriLing; on rev. \viih
Cursive Gupta, 19 31., covering only i' 10*, the remainder
being blank. Begins with table of alphabetical and numeral
radicals in 5 11. followed by syllabary in 14 11.
The alphabetical scheme is the special one which dis-
sociates the sonant aspirates, g-ha* j-ha, as in roll Ch. 0046
and 00272. The svllabary is incomplete, only extending to
the dj, iid serie?. Also siddfam is repeated with each Varga.
or class. No. 24, Hoernle Reg. 25' 3** 10*.
Ch. 00274. Path!, apparently complete, on thick tough paper;
clean and well preserved; 4 1L on p^ge, marginal and guiding
lines also in black; and small circle, J'diam., and 3|*off Ledge.
Fol. Xos, in L. margin, obv. Total of fois. 39, aJI preserved.
The whole in Khotanese and Upright Gupta; but on last
fol. 39, 2 11. of obv.. and all 4 11. rev, are in Cursive Gupta.
Contents, some Buddhist text, not yet identified. No. 25,
Hoernle Reg. i4j*x 2-J*. Pi. CL.
Ch. 00275 and xlvi. ooia* a. Pothi, complete, in
Khotanese and Upright Gupta; on coarse, thick, tough
paper; 4 11. black ink writing on p.; marginal and guiding
lines in faint red ink; small circle, J-* diam., |* off L. «ige,
in black ink. Soiled and damaged by water. Fols. 33, viz.
Nos. i-io, 15, 20-38, 40, 42, 44, in Ch. 00275; and S
fols.-, viz. 15-19, 39, 41, 43, in Ch. xlvi. 0012. a. FoL Nos.
on L. margin, obv.
Obv. of first fol. covered with disorderly scrawls in Cursive
Gupta chars., among which occurs the title Vajrdcchtdika
Prajna-paramita\ in L, lower corner, ink impression of
oblong seal. In centre of rev. of first fol. large fig. of sitting
Buddha in outline, within two concentric circles; and L.
upper corner, an ornamental, coloured, small circle or wheel.
On rev. of 3rd fol., facing 2nd 1. of writing, the same circle
or wheel, indicating end of Introduction and beginning of
sacred text On obv. of 42nd fol., in centre, two large con-
centric circles with blank interior space, intended for fig. of
Buddha, but kft vacant On rev. of last (44th) fol, in centre,
a similar large circle, enclosing fully drawn fig. of sitting
Buddha; also in L. lower corner, small ornamental circle (as
on ist fol.) enclosing small fig. of sitting Buddha.
Contents: Text of Vajracchedika, with introduction and
conclusion in >erse; ed. by Prof. Sten Konow in Vol. i of
MS. JZtmaiw of Buddhist Literature
No. 26, Hoernk Reg.    io|* x 2f *.   PL CXUX.
Ch. 00276. PothI; in Upright Gupta, containing mere
series of salutations to Bodhisattvas. Incomplete, on coarse
thick paper; somewhat soiled by water; 2 II. of large, blade
ink writing on page. No guiding lines, nor interior small circle*
On L. side, broad margin, c, if* wide, on*, with pair of
finely drawn figs, of Buddha, sitting on nmklsam^ a& both
oby, and rev. of fols, 3, 4, 9, but left 1b4aak on fote. nf it,
14. On fol. 18, L. margin is the ordinary one of |* wftfe fcl
No. On fol. 12 rev,, and foL 14 obv., Ibete are *x*l <Mgm$
between the two 11 TotalNo^of s*awia&fe&, 7 > w
3> 4, 9, n, 12, 14, 18; mse&g: Hos. i-*, $-% 1
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